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OCISS Web Plus v22 Release Notes 

July 13, 2022 

 

New Data Fields in v22 

There are two new data fields for 2022 and later cases: 

- Esophagus and EGJ Epicenter  

- p16  

These are Site-Specific Data Items (SSDIs) that will need to be completed for certain types of cancer. For those who 

abstract in Web Plus, these fields have been added to the display. For those who upload files of abstracts, these fields 

should be available in your software.  

 

For those who DIRECT ENTER cases in Web Plus 

If you started 2022 abstracts in the previous version of Web Plus, please note that each abstract will need to be opened, 

reviewed, and released individually. There is no way to release or submit all 2022 abstracts at the same time. 

Incomplete 2022 abstracts may or may not have edit errors to review and resolve. However, even if there are no 

edit errors, all 2022 abstracts should be reviewed to make sure the information is correct after the update. 

Certain primary sites may have more edit errors to resolve than others. For example, for esophagus and cervical 

primaries, you will see edit errors for the new SSDI. 

If you completed abstracts in the previous version of Web Plus, but did not release them, you will need to open each 

abstract individually to review edit errors and release. Please do not release abstracts from the Release Abstracts tab 

until each abstract has been opened and reviewed in the new version of Web Plus.  

Completed 2021 and earlier abstracts may or may not have edit errors to review when you open them. 

However, all abstracts need to be reviewed to make sure the information is correct after the update.  

To find incomplete or unreleased abstracts: 

o Sign into Web Plus. 

o Click Non Hospital Cancer Report OR Individual Cancer Case Report under your facility’s name.  

o On the next page, on the top blue bar, select Find/Open Abstract.  

o Filter for Incomplete abstracts by selecting Incomplete from the Status dropdown menu. Filter for complete but 

unreleased abstracts by selecting Complete from the Status dropdown menu.  

 
o Select Find and a list of abstracts will populate.  

o Select Open in the Action column next to the incomplete abstract you would like to review.  
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For those who UPLOAD files in Web Plus 

1. File submissions and requirements 

- In Web Plus v22, OCISS will be able to accept v21 & v22 formatted files.  
o For v22 files, edits will run when you upload the file. 
o For v21 files, OCISS will run the edits manually after the file has been uploaded.  

- File uploads must contain the OH Tobacco History field. Your software vendor should have added an Ohio 
specific export that will allow you to export the OH tobacco field. When submitting files, please be sure to use 
the Ohio export option, otherwise OH Tobacco will be missing from the file, all abstracts will have edits, and the 
file will be rejected. 

- File uploads are still expected to be 100% edit error free regardless of file version. 
o Select “OCISS: Vs22B Abstracts” editset to run edits for State submission.  
o The hospital editsets are also included for CoC facilities who may wish to use them. 

- The maximum file size is 250 abstracts. If you have more than 250 abstracts to submit, please split into separate 
files and upload separately.  

- All NAACCR file submissions must have a unique name and meet the following requirements: file names should 
contain your hospital name (this can be abbreviated or your OCISS RSID), date of export, reflect the number of 
files being submitted if you upload more than 1 file at a time, and indicate if the file contains modified records. If 
you also report to CoC and would find it beneficial to distinguish your CoC file from your OCISS file, you can 
include that in your filename, too. 

o Ex: RSID_State Export_09042021.xml or HOSPName_OCISSExport09042021_1of3.xml  
 

2. OCISS Edit Metafile 

The v22 edit metafile is available here: https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-
system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-v22b . 
 
Please note the v21 edit metafile will still be used on NAACCR v21 files which is available here: 
https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-
v21b  

 

3. Ohio Tobacco History and Tobacco Use Smoking Status 

OCISS has decided to continue collecting tobacco history in our state specific field. This is because our tobacco field 
includes more detailed information regarding patient’s tobacco history. OH Tobacco History should be reported for 
all cases diagnosed 2016 and later. The new Tobacco Use Smoking Status field should also be reported for cases 
diagnosed 2022 and later.  
 
These two fields should be in sync. For example, if Tobacco Smoking Status indicates the patient is a non-smoker, 
then OH Tobacco History should indicate the same. Please see below for additional guidance. 
 

If OHTobaccoHx is…  Then TobaccoSmokingStatus should be… 

0 - Never Used 0 - Never Smoker 

1 - Cigarette smoker, current 1 - Current some day smoker 

2 - Cigar/Pipe smoker, current 1 - Current some day smoker 

3 - Snuff/Chew/Smokeless, Current 9 - Unknown if ever smoked 

4 - Combination use, current 9 - Unknown if ever smoked 

5 - Previous use 2 - Former smoker 

6 - E-cigarette, current 9 - Unknown if ever smoked 

7 - Other tobacco use, current (waterpipes, dissolvables) 9 - Unknown if ever smoked 

9 - Unknown 9 - Unknown if ever smoked 

https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-v22b
https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-v22b
https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-v21b
https://odh.ohio.gov/know-our-programs/ohio-cancer-incidence-surveillance-system/resources/ociss-edits-smf-v21b
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4. M record reporting requirements 

OCISS has decided to collect Modified Records beginning with NAACCR v22. These are NAACCR Record Type M 
abstracts. Previously, OCISS only accepted Record Type A abstracts, which were generally submitted when cases 
were considered complete. M records are full NAACCR abstracts, but they are only generated if an update has been 
made to an abstract that was already sent to the state. Record Type M abstracts will allow OCISS to receive data 
more timely, as the initial abstract can be reported within 6-months, and if any changes or updates are made to the 
abstract after the initial report, then OCISS will receive an M record to update our system.  
 
It is our understanding that hospital software systems use flag fields to indicate if a record has been transmitted to 
the state, is ready to transmit to the state, has been updated, or is not ready to transmit to the state. These flag(s) 
will be important for determining which cases are NEW and need to be sent as record type A and which cases have 
been UPDATED and need to be sent as record type M.  
 
We recommend you complete your regular state submission for NEW cases before submitting M records for the 
first time. We also recommend you pull your files of NEW cases prior to pulling files of UPDATED cases.  
 
Please see the M record reporting requirements below.  

• New cases should continue to be reported as type A records. M records should only be submitted for records 
that were previously sent to the state (i.e., please do not submit new cases as record type M).  

• A record reporting should precede M record reporting. 

• M records should only be triggered by changes or updates to the list of data fields attached. OCISS has shared 
this list with vendors who provide software to Ohio hospitals.   

• M records should be submitted in separate files from type A records.  

• M record submissions should be 100% edit-error free, same as for A records.  

• M record submissions should be limited to 250 abstracts per file. 

• The filename for M record submissions must meet the requirements for files uploads AND indicate the file 
contains modified records. For example, ‘RSID _StateExport_MRecords_07012022.xml’ 

o All NAACCR file submissions must have a unique name and meet the following requirements: file names 
should contain your hospital name (this can be abbreviated or your OCISS RSID), date of export, reflect 
the number of files being submitted if you upload more than 1 file at a time, and indicate if the file 
contains modified records. If you also report to CoC and would find it beneficial to distinguish your CoC 
file from your OCISS file, you can include that in your filename, too.  

• M records should be limited to diagnosis years 2018 and later. The first-time your facility pulls a file of M 
records, you are likely to see a high volume of records.  If that is the case, please first pull and send records for 
diagnosis years 2020 and later and work your way back to prior years.  (We will evaluate volume on our end, 
too, and let you know if we change this requirement.) 

• Hospitals that currently report their type A records to OCISS monthly will be required to submit M records 
quarterly during the following months: January, April, July, and October. 

• Hospitals that currently report their type A records to OCISS quarterly will be required to submit M records 
semi-annually during the following months: January and October.   

 

 

 

Please contact Kaitlin Kruger at 614-728-2304 or Kaitlin.Kruger@odh.ohio.gov with questions or issues regarding v22. 

mailto:Kaitlin.Kruger@odh.ohio.gov

